A Bidirectional Double Uneven Power Converter Based DC–DC Converter for Solid-State Transformers
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Abstract: This paper presents a novel bidirectional double uneven power (BiDUP) based dc-dc converter and its design and control methods. The proposed converter utilizes two dual active bridge (DAB) converters with different power ratings in a special way to realize zero current switching (ZCS), where both turn-on and turn-off switchings occur under the zero-current condition. A design example of the proposed BiDUP converter is presented for medium voltage (MV) and high-power solid-state transformer (SST) systems where both voltage transformation and bidirectional power flow are required. The main features of the proposed converter are to reduce both the switching losses in power semiconductor devices and the filter inductance requirement simultaneously. To verify the feasibility of the proposed converter, a simulation study on the BiDUP converter based SST in a distribution system is presented. Furthermore, to validate the operational principle of the proposed converter, an experimental study using a small-scale prototype is also presented.
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1. Introduction

The solid-state transformer (SST) (also known as a power electronic transformer) has recently gained much attention and been extensively investigated for its potential applications from simply replacing traditional low-frequency (50 or 60 Hz) transformers in distribution systems to integrate renewable energy sources [1–3] or energy storage, in order to interface locomotive traction systems [4,5]. Basically, the SST utilizes a medium- to high-frequency (several kHz to tens of kHz) transformer to achieve voltage transformation and galvanic isolation. Hence, the volume and weight of the SST is much smaller than that of a low-frequency traditional transformer and, in turn, the overall efficiency and power density of the system can be improved significantly. Moreover, the SST is known to have additional functionalities which are not available with a tradition transformer: reactive power compensation, active filtering, fault ride-through, and so forth [1–5].

Numerous circuit configurations of the SST have already been developed and introduced in the literature: ac-ac (single-stage) [6,7], ac-dc-ac (two-stage) [8–10], and ac-dc-dc-ac (three-stage) [3–5,11,12]. However, most of the SSTs developed so far for field applications have adopted the ac-dc-dc-ac three-stage configuration [12], because matured technologies for each power conversion stage are already available and many attractive features, such as reactive power compensation, voltage sag compensation, and renewable energy integration, might be achieved [13]. Figure 1a shows the functional concept of the ac-dc-dc-ac SST system. The SST typically consists of a medium-voltage (MV, tens of kV) ac-dc active rectifier, an isolated high-frequency dc-dc converter, and a low-voltage...
dc-ac inverter. For MV and high-power applications, the modular approach, where modular cells are connected in series and/or in parallel, can be employed as shown in Figure 1b.

Although many matured technologies and topologies for the MV active rectifier and the low-voltage inverter have been developed and are already in use, only a few dc-dc converter topologies suitable for the SST application are available. Since the dc-dc converter in the SST system operates with a high frequency, the switching loss of the high-frequency transformer and the power devices should be restricted. Furthermore, the bidirectional power flow capability should be available. In the literature, a dual active bridge (DAB) dc-dc converter with phase-shift control has been introduced as the most attractive candidate for high-power applications requiring isolation, low switching loss, and bidirectional power flow [3]. However, the DAB dc-dc converter operates with the zero voltage switching (ZVS) mode only under the limited range of load conditions and suffers from additional conduction losses due to the high circulating current at heavy load. Therefore, high efficiency is quite limited to a certain load range with the DAB dc-dc converter [12].

The DAB dc-dc converter for high-power applications has another problem that a large amount of filter inductance is required to maintain the continuous conduction mode (CCM). It is in practice difficult to manufacture an inductor with large inductance at high-power levels. If the operation mode is restricted to the discontinuous conduction mode (DCM), the required filter inductance can be reduced significantly. The DCM implies increased peak current values, but the magnitude of the current peaks is readily tolerated by modern switching devices. Furthermore, since the average current does not increase in the DCM, the same switching devices as in the CCM might be used [14]. However, the turn-off switching loss will increase since the switching devices turn off at the increased current peaks in the DCM converter. Therefore, reducing not only power losses in the switching devices but also required filter inductance is critical in realizing a practical high-power dc-dc converter. Several authors have attempted to address these issues with resonant switching or soft switching [15] to reduce losses [16]. In [17], a double uneven power (DUP) converter was firstly introduced to reduce the power losses and output filter inductance in a high-power dc-dc converter. However, the DUP converter was designed for renewable energy applications where the unidirectional power flow was adequate.

In this paper, a novel bidirectional double uneven power (BiDUP) converter based dc-dc converter and its design and control methods will be introduced. The proposed converter utilizes two DAB
converters with different power ratings in a special way to realize zero current switching (ZCS), where both turn-on and turn-off switchings occur under the zero-current condition. The proposed BiDUP converter is designed for MV and high-power SST systems where both voltage transformation and bidirectional power flow are required. The main objectives of the proposed converter are (1) to reduce the switching losses in power semiconductor devices and (2) to reduce the filter inductance requirement. A simulation study on the BiDUP converter-based SST in a distribution system will be performed to verify the feasibility of the proposed converter. Furthermore, an experimental study using a small-scale prototype will be presented to validate the operational principle of the proposed converter.

2. Bidirectional Double Uneven Power (BiDUP) Converter

2.1. Circuit Configuration

The structure of the proposed BiDUP converter has two DAB converters (‘main’ and ‘control’) with different power ratings as shown in Figure 2. A basic idea of the proposed converter is that the ‘main’ converter processes majority of the overall power (e.g., 80–90%) under ZCS condition, meanwhile the ‘control’ converter delivers a small share of power (e.g., 10–20%) under hard-switching (HS) condition. The ‘main’ and ‘control’ converters are connected in parallel at the input side and in series at the output side. The voltage ratings of the switching devices, such as IGBTs (Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors) or MOSFETs (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistors), at the input side are the same for both the converters since they are connected in parallel. However, the switching devices of the ‘main’ converter require much larger current ratings than that of the ‘control’ converter since the ‘main’ converter processes much larger power. Due to the series connection, the current ratings of the switching devices at the output side are the same for both the converter, but the ‘main’ converter requires larger voltage ratings.

![Figure 2. The proposed bidirectional double uneven power (BiDUP) dc-dc converter.](image-url)

The transformer turn-ratio of the ‘main’ converter, $N_1$, should be designed to be bigger than that of the ‘control’ converter, $N_2$, so that the ‘main’ converter performs the majority of the required voltage transformation. Meanwhile, $N_2$ is generally designed to be a much smaller value, so that the ‘control’ converter can provide the voltage which is just enough to control the overall delivering power of the system in a required range. In this way, the overall power can be controlled with a small amount of the input current in the ‘control’ converter. To minimize the required filter inductance, $N_1$ and $N_2$ should be designed following a special relationship which makes the output current take an isosceles triangle shape. The detailed design method will be presented in <Section 2.4>.
2.2. Fundamental Operation

Although the proposed BiDUP converter consists of two DAB converters, which normally use phase-shift control in both the input and output active bridges simultaneously, its switching strategy is based on simple hard-switching duty-cycle control. As the name of the converter implies, the BiDUP converter has the bidirectional power flow capability: forward, i.e., from the primary (higher voltage) side to the secondary (lower voltage) side, and backward (from the secondary side to the primary voltage side.) During the forward operation, all the switches in the active bridges in the secondary side are turned off so that they simply form full-bridge diode rectifiers connected in series in the output. On the other hand, during the backward operation, all the switches in the primary side are turned off so that they form diode rectifiers connected in parallel in the input. Figure 3 shows the switching signals for the ‘main’ and ‘control’ converters and the typical current waveforms for both the forward and backward operations. The figure also shows the switching states and the current conduction paths.

2.2.1. Forward Operation

The ‘main’ converter regulates the primary voltage ($V_{in}$) to the voltage level close to, but less than, the secondary voltage ($V_o$) and operates with the maximum duty-ratio (0.5) all the time to keep this value as constant as possible for a whole switching period. Therefore, the ‘main’ converter does not require any complicated control because it operates with the fixed duty-ratio at a fixed switching frequency. Meanwhile, the ‘control’ converter adjusts the overall power flow by varying its turn-on duty-ratio ($D_{on}$). For the ‘control’ converter, either duty-cycle control (hard-switching) or phase-shift control (soft-switching) might be used. However, the soft-switching can be achieved only in the

![Figure 3. Typical waveforms and current conduction paths according to the switching states.](image-url)
control (soft-switching) might be used. However, the soft-switching can be achieved only in the lagging leg of the active bridge under the DCM condition. Moreover, the soft-switching would increase the conduction losses. Hence, the duty-cycle control is adopted in this paper.

(1) $t_0$: $t_0$ is the instant when a new switching period starts by turning off the negative switch pair in the ‘main’ converter and turning on the positive switch pairs in both the ‘main’ and ‘control’ converters simultaneously. Since there was no current flowing in both the converters prior to $t_0$, not only the negative switch pair in the ‘main’ converter is turned off under ZCS condition, but also the positive switch pairs are turned on under ZCS condition as indicated in Figure 3.

(2) $t_0$–$t_1$: during this interval, the sum of the output voltages of both the converters ($N_1 \cdot V_{in} + N_2 \cdot V_{in}$) is larger than the terminal output voltage ($V_o$), so that the transformer currents in both the converters and the output current increase linearly. The rate of the output current change ($d_{io}/dt$) is determined by the filter inductance (including the leakage inductances of the transformers) and the transformer turn-ratios.

(3) $t_1$: $t_1$ is the instant when the positive switch pair in the ‘control’ converter is turned off under HS condition. Therefore, the turn-off switching loss is inevitable in the switch pair. However, since the power processed by the ‘control’ converter itself is only a small portion of the overall power, the turn-off switching loss in the ‘control’ converter is not significant. As can be seen from the figure, there is a regenerative current flowing through the antiparallel diodes of the negative switch pair in the ‘control’ converter for a short time period right after turning off the positive switch pair. This current is due to the leakage inductance of the transformer in the ‘control’ converter.

(4) $t_1$–$t_2$: after the regenerative current vanishes, there is no current flowing in the transformer of the ‘control’ converter. The output current is now flowing directly through both the legs of the diode bridge in the ‘control’ converter, producing zero output voltage. Since the output voltage of the ‘main’ converter alone ($N_1 \cdot V_{in}$) is smaller than the terminal output voltage ($V_o$), the output current and the current in the ‘main’ converter decrease linearly during this interval and reaches zero before the next half switching period starts at $t_3$. Again, the rate of the output current change ($d_{io}/dt$) is determined by the filter inductance and the transformer turn-ratios and, in turn, the shape of the output current waveform can be manipulated by them. The detailed design method shaping the output current will be presented in the next section.

(5) $t_2$–$t_3$: during this interval, even though the positive switch pair in the ‘main’ converter still remains turned on, there is no current flowing in both the ‘main’ and ‘control’ converters. The total output current from the converters is zero and the load current is supplied by the output filter capacitor ($C_o$).

(6) $t_3$: $t_3$ is the instant when a new half switching period starts by turning off the positive switch pair in the ‘main’ converter and turning on the negative switch pairs in both the converters. Since there was no current flowing in both the converters prior to $t_3$, the ZCS is achieved. The rest of the switching period is symmetrical to the previous half switching period as explained and will not be elaborated upon here.

2.2.2. Backward Operation

To reverse the direction of the current, all the switches of the active bridges in the primary sides are turned off to form two diode bridges connected in parallel. However, the active bridge in the secondary side of the ‘main’ converter now starts switching with the fixed duty-ratio (0.5) at a fixed switching frequency. Meanwhile, the ‘control’ converter controls the overall power flow by varying its shoot-through duty-ratio ($D_{sh}$).

(1) $t_4$: $t_4$ is the instant when a new switching period starts by turning off the positive switch pair in the ‘main’ converter and turning on the negative switch pairs in both the ‘main’ and ‘control’ converters simultaneously. Since there was no current flowing in both the converters prior to $t_4$,
all the switch pairs change their switching-states under ZCS condition as indicated in Figure 3. Since the positive switch pair in the ‘control’ converter was already turned on prior to \( t_4 \), now, all the switches in the ‘control’ converter are turned on to form a shoot-through path.

\[ t_4 \text{–} t_5: \text{ during this interval, the sum of the secondary side voltages of both the converters} \ (N_1 \cdot V_{\text{in}} + 0 = N_1 \cdot V_{\text{in}}) \text{ is smaller than the terminal output voltage} \ (V_o), \text{ so that the current in the filter inductor, assumed to be placed separately at the output, decreases linearly. Since the rate of the secondary current change} \ (d_{\text{io}}/dt) \text{ is, again, determined by the filter inductance and the transformer turn-ratios, it is the same as that in the forward operation.} \]

\[ t_5: \text{ this is the non-conducting period in the DCM. Although all the switches are maintaining their switching-states, there is no current flowing in any of the converters. The load current is supplied by the input filter capacitor} \ (C_{\text{in}}). \]

\[ t_6: \text{ during this interval, the sum of the secondary side voltages of both the converters} \ (N_1 \cdot V_{\text{in}} + N_2 \cdot V_{\text{in}}) \text{ is larger than the terminal secondary voltage} \ (V_o). \text{ Consequently, the secondary current increases linearly back to zero before the next half switching period starts at} \ t_7. \]

\[ t_7: \text{ this is the instant when the positive switch pair in the ‘control’ converter is turned off under HS condition. Again, the turn-off switching loss is not significant because only a small share of power is processed by the ‘control’ converter. As can be seen from the current conduction path, the output current is now forced to start flowing in the ‘control’ converter’s transformer. If the leakage inductance of the ‘control’ converter’s transformer is large enough to prevent the rapid increase of the transformer current and to cause intolerable voltage surges, an additional snubbing or clamping circuit might be required.} \]

2.3. Equivalent Circuits

To facilitate the understanding of the operational principle of the proposed BiDUP converter, equivalent circuits can be utilized. By summarizing the fundamental operations of the converter in the previous subsection, two equivalent circuits for the forward and backward operations can be devised separately as shown in Figure 4. Since the ‘main’ converter always operates with the full duty ratio (0.5), keeping a constant voltage ratio \((N_1 \cdot V_{\text{in}})\) from the primary side to the secondary side, it can be modelled as a single voltage source connected to the secondary terminal voltage in series through filter inductance with opposite polarity.

**Figure 4.** Equivalent circuits of the BiDUP converter for the (a) forward and (b) backward operations.

In the forward operation case, the ‘control’ converter can be modelled with a single switch, a single diode, and a voltage source \((N_2 \cdot V_{\text{in}})\) as shown in Figure 4a. Owing to the nature of the full wave rectification, the equivalent circuit of the ‘control’ converter produces the output voltage of
(2·Don)(N₂·Vin), where Don is the turn-on duty ratio of the ‘control’ converter. The overall equivalent circuit for the forward operation has exactly the same circuit configuration as a buck converter operating in the DCM. Therefore, the average current in the filter inductor, in turn, the average delivering power can be controlled by varying Don.

The equivalent circuit for the backward operation is very similar with the forward one except for the location of the single switch and the single diode. Their locations are swapped and the switch is now controlled with the shoot-through duty-ratio (2·Dsh). The overall equivalent circuit for the backward operation has exactly the same circuit configuration as a boost converter operating in the DCM. Therefore, the average current in the filter inductor can be controlled by varying Dsh.

2.4. Main Design Parameters (N₁, N₂, and L_filter)

The medium- or high-frequency transformers of both the ‘main’ and ‘control’ converters are represented with ideal transformers and leakage inductors (L lk_main and L lk_ctrl, respectively) referenced to the primary side of the transformers in Figure 2. In the case of the ‘main’ converter, no regenerative current, which might have increased the magnitudes of the input and output current ripples, is caused by the leakage inductance (L lk_main) because the converter switches under ZCS condition. The leakage inductance only acts as a current limiting filter. Hence, the transformer of the ‘main’ converter can be designed to have large leakage inductance so that the required filter inductance (L filter) can be obtained. From the power density point of view, integrating the filter inductor into the leakage inductor is highly recommended [18]. Furthermore, allowing large leakage inductance facilitates manufacturing of transformers especially with high-voltage isolating requirements. On the other hand, the leakage inductor in ‘control’ converter (L lk_ctrl) not only generates regenerative currents due to the hard switching, but also causes imbalance in the total filter inductance depending on the switching states. Therefore, the leakage inductance of the ‘control’ converter should be designed to be as small as possible.

To minimize the required filter inductance, the output current waveform should have an isosceles triangle shape. The isosceles triangle waveform under the DCM results in the least amount of the required filter inductance at a given peak output current rating. To realize this, the ‘main’ and ‘control’ converters have to work together and the transformer turn-ratios should be designed following a special relationship. Assuming that the required filter inductor (L filter) is placed separately at the output and considering only the forward power flow, the isosceles triangle waveform means that the rise time and the fall time of the output current can be kept identical. By equating the absolute values of (1) and (2), the following relationship can be achieved:

\[ N₁ \cdot V_{in} + \frac{N₂ \cdot V_{in}}{2} = V_o \]  

Therefore, if the transformer turn-ratios are designed following the above relationship, the isosceles triangle shaped output current can be ensured. For example of 1-to-1 voltage transformation where the input and output voltages are the same (Vin = V o), N₁ and N₂ can theoretically have any
pair of values on the line of Figure 5a. However, \( N_2 \) is generally designed to be much smaller than \( N_1 \), so that the majority of power can be processed by the ‘main’ converter under the ZCS condition.

When magnetizing the filter inductor, the output currents of the ‘main’ and ‘control’ converters are the same as the total output current \( i_o \) since they are connected in series. Therefore, the primary-side currents of the ‘main’ and ‘control’ converters \( (i_{main,p} \) and \( i_{ctrl,p} \)) can be expressed as below, respectively.

\[
\begin{align*}
       i_{main,p} &= i_o \cdot \frac{N_1}{N_2} = i_o \left( \frac{V_o}{V_{in}} - \frac{N_2}{2} \right), \\
       i_{ctrl,p} &= i_o \cdot \frac{N_2}{N_2} = i_o \cdot \frac{N_2}{2}.
\end{align*}
\]  

\( \text{(4)} \)

When demagnetizing the filter inductor, the secondary-side current of the ‘control’ converter becomes 0 instantly, but the secondary-side current of the ‘main’ converter still flows until the output current reaches 0. Therefore, instantaneous currents in the primary sides during this period can be expressed as below:

\[
\begin{align*}
       i_{main,p} &= i_o \cdot \frac{N_1}{N_2} = i_o \left( \frac{V_o}{V_{in}} - \frac{N_2}{2} \right), \\
       i_{ctrl,p} &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]  

\( \text{(5)} \)

From (4) and (5), the average currents of the primary sides of both the converters \( (I_{main,p} \) and \( I_{ctrl,p} \)) for one switching period can be expressed as:

\[
\begin{align*}
       I_{main,p} &= \frac{2}{T_s} \int_0^{T_s} i_o \cdot \frac{V_o}{V_{in}} \cdot \frac{N_2}{2} \, dt, \\
       I_{ctrl,p} &= \frac{2}{T_s} \int_0^{T_s} i_o \cdot \frac{N_2}{2} \, dt.
\end{align*}
\]  

\( \text{(6)} \)

Since the average input voltage is the same for both the converters, the average power distribution ratio between the converters can be expressed as below:

\[
P_{main} : P_{ctrl} = V_{in} \cdot I_{main,p} : V_{in} \cdot I_{ctrl,p} = I_{main,p} : I_{ctrl,p} = 2 \frac{V_o}{V_{in}} - N_2 : N_2
\]  

\( \text{(7)} \)

For the same example above, the power distribution between the ‘main’ and ‘control’ converters can be expressed as shown in Figure 5b.

It is worth noting that \( N_2 \) should be designed depending on applications, and the input and output voltage conditions. The larger the variations in both the input and output voltages from their nominal values, the bigger \( N_2 \) should be to ensure the robust operation. However, if \( N_2 \) is increased, then more power will be processed by the ‘control’ converter and, in turn, the efficiency of the overall
system can be lowered. Therefore, a system designer should decide $N_2$ by taking into account the trade-off between the robustness and the efficiency.

The output filter inductance ($L_{\text{filter}}$) can, now, be designed to limit the maximum peak value of the output current at the rated power. Since the output current is kept to have an isosceles triangular shape obeying (3), the maximum duty ratio that the ‘control’ converter can have is 0.25 and this is also the boundary condition of the DCM. Therefore, the required filter inductance can be easily achieved using the following equation:

$$L_{\text{filter}} = \frac{(N_1 + N_2) \cdot V_{\text{in}} - V_o}{i_{\text{peak}}} \cdot \frac{T_s}{4}$$

(8)

where $i_{\text{peak}}$ is the maximum peak current at the rated power. In this way, the required filter inductance can be significantly reduced compared with that of conventional dc-dc converters. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that the average output current ($\bar{i}_o$) of the BiDUP converter has a non-linear relationship with the duty ratio ($D$) because the BiDUP converter always operates in DCM.

$$\bar{i}_o = \frac{2 \cdot ((N_1 + N_2)V_{\text{in}} - V_o) \cdot T_s D^2}{L_{\text{filter}}}$$

(9)

3. Solid-State Transformer (SST) Application

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed converter in an SST application, a 10 kVA SST system interfacing between a 3.6 kV distribution system to a 120 V residential system has been designed based on [18]. The overall circuit structure is shown in Figure 6. In the front-end stage, a single-phase cascaded multilevel rectifier, which enables the modular design, is used to interface with the distribution ac grid. The BiDUP converters are used as a medium-frequency isolated dc-dc converter in the dc-dc conversion stage. The secondary sides of the BiDUP converters are connected in parallel to comprise the low-voltage dc-link. In the last stage, a single-phase full-bridge inverter is used to interface with the residential ac grid. The specification and main parameters of the modelled SST system are summarized in Table 1.

The cascaded multilevel rectifier consists of three H-bridge modules connected in series with separate dc-links (1.9 kV per each), which results in 7 voltage levels available for the synthesis of the input voltage. The H-bridge modules are controlled with the interleaved carrier-based PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) to achieve the multilevel operation and each PWM carrier is phase-shifted by $2\pi/3$, respectively. The switching frequency of each H-bridge is 1.2 kHz, so that the effective switching frequency seen from the distribution grid is 7.2 kHz (1.2 kHz $\times$ 6) [19].

The main objectives of the cascaded multilevel rectifier are to maintain the high-voltage dc-link voltage ($V_{\text{dc}}$) as constant as possible at its rated value by controlling the active power and to manipulate the power factor of the input ac grid side as required by controlling the reactive power. The overall PI (Proportional-Integral) controller-based control scheme is depicted in Figure 7a. The controller features two main loops: an inner line current control loop and an output dc-link voltage control loop. The dc-link voltages of the H-bridges are summed up first and controlled to maintain at 5.7 kV. A fast moving average filter, which has a time window corresponding to the period of the second harmonic ripple, is used to take into account the power fluctuation characteristic of a single-phase system [4]. The inner current controller uses the rotating reference frame ($d$-$q$ coordinate system), which can be achieved by composing a hypothesized ac phase that lags the real ac phase by 90° [20] and obtaining the synchronizing (rotating) angle with a phase-locked loop (PLL) for a single-phase system; the $d$-axis current ($i_d$) controls the active power and the $q$-axis current ($i_q$) controls the reactive power. Furthermore, the $d$-$q$ current cross-coupling effect has been compensated and the d-$q$ voltage components ($v_d$ and $v_q$) have been feedfowarded to the final output voltage reference ($v_d^*$ and $v_q^*$) to improve the dynamic performance of the system.
The proposed BiDUP converter is connected to the dc-link of each H-bridge of the cascaded multilevel rectifier. The outputs of the BiDUP converters are connected in parallel and the switching signals are interleaved so that the frequency of the effective current ripple of the paralleled BiDUP converters becomes 21.6 kHz (3.6 kHz \times 6).

It is worth noting that \( N_2 \) should be designed depending on applications, and the input and output voltage conditions. The larger the variations in both the input and output voltages from their nominal values, the bigger \( N_2 \) should be to ensure the robust operation. However, if \( N_2 \) is increased, then more power will be processed by the 'control' converter and, in turn, the efficiency of the overall system can be lowered. Therefore, a system designer should decide \( N_2 \) by taking into account the trade-off between the robustness and the efficiency.

The output filter inductance (\( L_{\text{filter}} \)) can, now, be designed to limit the maximum peak value of the output current at the rated power. Since the output current is kept to have an isosceles triangular shape obeying (3), the maximum duty ratio that the 'control' converter can have is 0.25 and this is also the boundary condition of the DCM. Therefore, the required filter inductance can be easily achieved using the following equation:

\[
12(\Delta \phi)^2 + 4\left(\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2}V_T + \frac{V_L}{N_2}\right)^2 \approx \left(\frac{i_{\text{peak}}}{N_2V_V}\right)^2
\]

where \( i_{\text{peak}} \) is the maximum peak current at the rated power. In this way, the required filter inductance can be significantly reduced compared with that of conventional dc-dc converters. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that the average output current (\( i_o \)) of the BiDUP converter has a non-linear relationship with the duty ratio (\( D \)) because the BiDUP converter always operates in DCM.

\[
i_o = \frac{1}{2}V_L N_2 D (L_{\text{filter}} + L_{\text{o}}) + V_L \frac{L_{\text{filter}}}{L_{\text{o}}} \left(1 - D^2\right)
\]

The major responsibility of the BiDUP converter in the SST system is to maintain the low-voltage dc-link voltage as constant as possible at its rated value by controlling the power flow between the high-voltage-side rectifier and the low-voltage-side inverter. Figure 7b shows the overall control scheme for the BiDUP converter. Since the low-voltage side inverter is also a single-phase system and has the second harmonic power fluctuation, a fast-moving average filter is employed here again. Each BiDUP converter operates in DCM and it leads to a non-linear relationship between the average

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rated Power</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input Voltage (( V_\text{in} ))</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High-voltage dc Voltage (( V_{\text{hdc}} ))</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output Voltage (( V_o ))</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low-voltage dc Voltage (( V_{\text{ldc}} ))</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rectifier Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input Filter Inductance (( L_{\text{in}} ))</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Switching Frequency</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High-voltage dc-link Capacitance (( C_{\text{in}} ))</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DC-DC Converter Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Switching Frequency</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leakage Inductance (‘main’)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leakage Inductance (‘control’)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Turn-ratio (‘main’)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Turn-ratio (‘control’)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inverter Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input Filter Inductance (( L_{\text{o}} ))</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Switching Frequency</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low-voltage dc-link Capacitance (( C_o ))</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
output current and the duty ratio as (9). Therefore, the BiDUP converter can be regarded as a non-linear actuator. To compensate the nonlinearity of the actuator, the inverse of the characteristic of the actuator, which is the inverse function of (9), can be used. Since the non-linearity has been compensated, a simple PI controller can be employed. Within the inverse function block, a signum function is used to distinguish the direction of power flow with the sign of the duty-ratio. In other words, the power flows from the primary side to the secondary side when the duty-ratio is a positive value, but from the secondary side to the primary side when negative.

The single-phase full-bridge inverter in the last stage is connected to the low-voltage dc-link. It is controlled by a simple carrier-based PWM and its switching frequency is 10.8 kHz. The inverter is in charge of providing active and reactive powers to the residential low-voltage ac grid as required. The overall control scheme is shown in Figure 7c, which is basically a current controller. The current controller uses the rotating reference frame which is synchronized with the phase angle of the low-voltage ac grid. Again, the d-axis current \( i_d \) controls the active power and the q-axis current \( i_q \) controls the reactive power. An additional outer loop controller, such as a voltage controller and/or a frequency controller, might be included in the overall control scheme depending on application demands.

Figure 7. The overall control schemes for the SST system. The PI controller-based control scheme for (a) the cascaded multilevel rectifier, (b) the BiDUP converter, and (c) the single-phase full-bridge inverter.

The single-phase full-bridge inverter in the last stage is connected to the low-voltage dc-link. It is controlled by a simple carrier-based PWM and its switching frequency is 10.8 kHz. The inverter is in charge of providing active and reactive powers to the residential low-voltage ac grid as required. The overall control scheme is shown in Figure 7c, which is basically a current controller. The current controller uses the rotating reference frame which is synchronized with the phase angle of the low-voltage ac grid. Again, the d-axis current \( i_d \) controls the active power and the q-axis current \( i_q \) controls the reactive power. An additional outer loop controller, such as a voltage controller and/or a frequency controller, might be included in the overall control scheme depending on application demands.
4. Simulation

To verify the feasibility of a SST system employing the BiDUP converter, the 10 kVA SST system designed in the previous section has been modelled and Matlab/Simulink and simulation studies have been performed. Table 2 summarizes the controller gains used in the simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Controller gains.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rectifier Stage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Gain for Voltage Controller ( (K_{p_{trc}}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Gain for Voltage Controller ( (K_{i_{trc}}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Gain for Current Controller ( (K_{p_{tcc}}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Gain for Current Controller ( (K_{i_{tcc}}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DC-DC Converter Stage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Gain for Voltage Controller ( (K_{p_{ddc}}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Gain for Voltage Controller ( (K_{i_{ddc}}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse Function Gain ( (A_{rev}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inverter Stage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Gain for Current Controller ( (K_{p_{icc}}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Gain for Current Controller ( (K_{i_{icc}}) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8 shows the major voltage and current waveforms in the various parts of the SST system under a worst-case load scenario, where the residential ac grid does not consume any power from 0 to 0.12 s, and starts consuming and generating active power at its rated value from 0.12 to 0.4 s and from 0.4 to the end, respectively. Both the distribution and residential grids are assumed to consume 0 reactive power \( (i_q^* = 0 \) for both the grids). As it can be seen from the Figure 8a,d, both the line currents of the distribution grid and the residential grid are in phase with their line voltages during the consuming period, meanwhile, 180° out of phase during the generating period. At 0.12 s, the reference value of the \( d \)-axis current in the low-voltage inverter has been changed from 0 to 118 A in a step manner to start consuming the rated power. Due to the abrupt change of power flow, voltage dips are observable in both the high-voltage and low-voltage dc-link voltages and their minimum peak values are measured to be 5591 V (98.1%) and 189.1 V (94.6%), respectively. At 0.4 s, the reference value of the \( d \)-axis current in the low-voltage inverter has been changed from 118 A to \(-118 \) A in a step manner to start generating the rated power. Due to the abrupt change of power flow direction, voltage swells can now be observed in both the dc-link voltages and their maximum peak values are measured to be 5846 V (102.6%) and 210.5 V (105.3%), respectively. It is worth noting that the ripple components in both the dc-link voltages are due to the power fluctuation characteristic of a single-phase system and the filtered dc-link voltages are used in the control.

Figure 9a shows the current waveforms within the BiDUP converters under the same load scenario. The upper subfigure shows the output current waveforms of the individual BiDUP converters and the lower subfigure shows the total output current in the paralleled output of the BiDUP converters. The polarity of the output current is positive during the power-consuming period but negative during the power-generating period. This confirms that the proposed BiDUP converter has a good bidirectional power flow capability. It is also worth noting that the ripple components due to the power fluctuation characteristic of a single-phase system also can be observed in the current waveforms. To take a closer look at the current waveforms, they are enlarged at one certain point during the consuming period and another point during the generating period as shown in Figure 9b,c, respectively. Now, the component output currents from the individual BiDUP converters can be observed more clearly. Each component current has an isosceles triangular shape and is evenly phase-shifted among each other. It can be observed from the total output current waveforms that their ripple sizes due to the DCM operation of the BiDUP have been substantially reduced by interleaving the component output currents.
Figure 8. The major voltage and current waveforms in the various parts of the SST system under the worst-case load scenario ($i_d^* = 0$ from 0 to 0.12 s, $i_d^* = 118$ from 0.12 to 0.4 s, and $i_d^* = -118$ from 0.4 to 0.7 s); (a) Distribution grid voltage and current, (b) high-voltage-side dc-link voltage, (c) low-voltage-side dc-link voltage, (d) residential grid voltage and current.

Figure 9. The current waveforms within the BiDUP converters under the worst-case load scenario ($i_d^* = 0$ A from 0 to 0.12 s, $i_d^* = 118$ A from 0.12 to 0.4 s, and $i_d^* = -118$ A from 0.4 to 0.7 s); (a) The overall output current, (b) enlarged waveform during consuming period, and (c) generating period.
One of the distinct advantages of the SST is its reactive-power regulation capability. Figure 10 shows the major voltage and current waveforms of the reactive-power regulation scenario, where the SST supplies 5 kW active power (50% of its rated power) from the distribution grid to the residential grid all through the simulation time, while 3 kVA (lagging, 30%) reactive power is supplied from 0.3 s in the residential grid and −3 kVA (leading) reactive power is supplied from 0.5 s in the distribution grid. Since the cross-coupling between the d-axis and q-axis currents are well compensated in the rectifier controller and the inverter controller, sudden changes in the reactive power references do not affect both the high-voltage and low-voltage dc-link voltages which is only related to the active power. As can be seen from Figure 10b,c, even though the ripple size of the second-order harmonic in the dc-link voltages changes, the average values of both the dc-link voltages are barely affected by sudden changes in the reactive-power reference.

**Figure 10.** The major voltage and current waveforms in the various parts of the SST system under the reactive-power regulation scenario ($i_{d*} = 59$ A from 0 to 0.7 s, for the residential grid $i_{q*} = 39.3$ A (lagging) from 0.3 s, and for the distribution grid $i_{q*} = −1.3$ A (leading) from 0.5 s); (a) Distribution grid voltage and current, (b) high-voltage-side dc-link voltage, (c) low-voltage-side dc-link voltage, (d) residential grid voltage and current.

Another distinct advantage of the SST system compared with the conventional transformers is the source disturbance refection capability. Figure 11 shows the major voltage and current waveforms of the input-voltage-sag scenario, where the SST supplies 5 kW active power (50% of its rated power) from the distribution grid to the residential grid all through the simulation time, while the 30% voltage sag occurs in the distribution grid from 0.3 to 0.6 s. As can be observed from Figure 11b, the sudden change in input voltage affects the high-voltage dc-link voltage. However, the proposed BiDUP dc-dc converter regulates its output voltage (low-voltage dc-link voltage) satisfactorily at the constant value of 200 V as shown in Figure 11c. Since the inverter produces its output with the well-regulated dc-link voltage, the power supply quality of the output voltage has not been affected by the input voltage-sag condition.
Figure 11. The major voltage and current waveforms in the various parts of the SST system under the voltage-sag scenario ($i_d^* = 59$ from 0 to 0.7 s, for the residential grid $i_q^* = 39.3$ (lagging) from 0.3 s, and for the distribution grid $i_q^* = -1.3$ (leading) from 0.5 s); (a) Distribution grid voltage and current, (b) high-voltage-side dc-link voltage, (c) low-voltage-side dc-link voltage, (d) residential grid voltage and current.

5. Experiments

A small-scale prototype for laboratory experiment has been built to verify the operational principle of the proposed BiDUP converter-based dc-dc converter as shown in Figure 12. The specifications for the prototype are summarized in Table 3.

Figure 12. A small-scaled prototype of the BiDUP converter for laboratory experiment.

Table 3. Prototype specifications.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>250 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Voltage</td>
<td>100 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Voltage</td>
<td>300 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching Frequency</td>
<td>10 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans. Turn-Ratio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘main’</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘control’</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leakage Inductance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘main’</td>
<td>2 μH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘control’</td>
<td>1 μH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter Inductance (primary side)</td>
<td>47 μH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 13 shows the experimental voltage and current waveforms in the transformers with positive duty-ratios of the ‘control’ converter. As it can be seen from the figure, the full-bridge of the ‘main’ converter always switches at its full duty ratio (0.5) regardless of the duty ratio of the ‘control’ converter. The transformer input current of the ‘main’ converter always reduces to zero before any switching occurs in the full bridge of the ‘main’ converter. In this way, the ZCS is always ensured in the ‘main’ converter. Furthermore, due to the filter inductance, the currents in both the ‘main’ and ‘control’ converters increase slowly when the IGBT is turning on. Hence, the IGBT turn-on switching losses are negligible in both the converters. However, the hard-switching occurs in the ‘control’ converter when the IGBT switches are turned off (indicated as ‘HS’ in the figure). Therefore, the major sources of the overall power loss in the BiDUP converter are the conduction loss in the ‘main’ converter and the turn-off switching loss in the ‘control’ converter.

![Figure 13. Voltage and current waveforms in the transformers when the BiDUP converter operates in the forward mode with the ‘control’ converter duty-ratios of (a) 0.15 and (b) 0.25, respectively.](image)

Figure 14 shows the experimental voltage and current waveforms in the transformers when the BiDUP converter operates in the backward mode with negative duty-ratios. Likewise with the forward operation mode, the full bridge of the ‘main’ converter always switches at its full duty ratio and its transformer current always reduces to zero before any switching, ensuring the ZCS in the ‘main’ converter. The ZCS is always achieved when the IGBT switches in both the ‘main’ and ‘control’ converters are turning on by the same token. Furthermore, the hard-switching still occurs in the ‘control’ converter when the IGBT switches are turned off as indicated in the figure. Therefore, the major sources of the overall power loss in the BiDUP converter are the conduction loss in the ‘main’ converter and the forward operation. It should be noted that the total output currents are, now, negative values which indicates that the power is being transferred from the output side to the input side.

Figure 15 shows the voltage and current waveforms of each IGBT switch in the input-side of the ‘main’ and ‘control’ converters when the BiDUP converter operates in the forward mode with the
‘control’ converter duty-ratios of 0.15 and 0.25, respectively. Due to the filter inductance, the current in the ‘main’ converter increases slowly when the IGBT switch is turning on. The current increases slowly after the collector-emitter voltage drops to zero first. Therefore, the switching loss for the IGBT turn-on is negligible. When the switch is turning off, the current in the ‘main’ converter decreases near to zero first, and the voltage starts to increase. Therefore the switching loss for the IGBT turn-off in the ‘main’ converter is also very small. It is worth noting that the IGBT current in the ‘main’ converter never reaches zero when the switch turns off because there always exists the magnetization current of the transformer. However, the magnetization inductance of the transform is usually designed to be large enough to limit the amplitude of the magnetization current to a small value. Therefore, the switching loss will be very small too.

Likewise with the ‘main’ converter, when the IGBT is turning on, the current in the ‘control’ converter increases slowly due to the filter inductance. Therefore, the switching loss for the IGBT turn-on is negligible too. When the IGBT is turning off, however, the situation differs from the ‘main’ converter. The ‘control’ converter always performs hard-switching as indicated in the figure. Therefore, there exist turn-off switching losses due to the trailing current of the IGBT and the rapid increase of the collector-emitter voltage. This turn-off switching loss is the major cause of the overall switching losses of the BiDUP converter.

Figure 16 shows the voltage and current waveforms of each IGBT switch in the output-side of the ‘main’ and ‘control’ converters when the BiDUP converter operates in the backward mode with the ‘control’ converter duty-ratios of −0.15 and −0.25, respectively. Likewise with the forward operation, the current in the ‘main’ converter increases slowly after the collector-emitter voltage drops to zero first, so that the IGBT turn-on switching loss is negligible. In case of the switch turn-off, the current in the ‘main’ converter always decreases near to zero first, and then the voltage starts to increase. Hence, the switching loss for the IGBT turn-off in the ‘main’ converter is very small as well.

Figure 14. Voltage and current waveforms in the transformers when the BiDUP converter operates in the backward mode with the ‘control’ converter duty-ratios of (a) −0.15 and (b) −0.25, respectively.
Figure 15. Voltage and current waveforms in the IGBT switch (input-side) when the BiDUP converter operates in the forward mode with the 'control' converter duty-ratios of (a) 0.15 and (b) 0.25, respectively.

Figure 16. Voltage and current waveforms in the IGBT switch (output-side) when the BiDUP converter operates in the backward mode with the 'control' converter duty-ratios of (a) −0.15 and (b) −0.25, respectively.
Likewise, when the IGBT is turning on, the current in the ‘control’ converter increases slowly due to the filter inductance. However, the ‘control’ converter always performs hard-switching when the IGBT switch is turning off as indicated in the figure. Therefore, there always exist turn-off switching losses in the ‘control’ converter. However, since the power processed by the ‘control’ converter itself is only a small portion of the overall power, the turn-off switching loss in the ‘control’ converter is not significant.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel bidirectional double uneven power (BiDUP) converter based dc-dc converter and its design and control methods have been introduced. The main objectives of the proposed converter are to reduce both the switching losses in power semiconductor devices and the filter inductance requirement simultaneously. The proposed converter is expected to be highly beneficial for high-power applications where the dc voltage transformation is required. To verify the feasibility of the proposed converter for the high-power applications, a simulation study on the BiDUP converter based solid-state transformer (SST) in a distribution system has been presented. The simulation study has shown that the proposed BiDUP is capable of controlling its output voltage fast enough under various worst-case scenarios and, in turn, is suitable for the MV high-power SST application. Finally, a small-scale prototype and its experimental results have been presented to verify the operational principle of the proposed converter.
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